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Across
1 15 feeling it's in
Charlotte's
grandma's diary
(14)
9 Eye Spooner's
exciting 15 hill (8)
10 Military might 'urt
a Russian, yes? (6)
11 Proverbially good
person taking out a
Scot quickly (5)
12 Sure to start lock
in? No bother!
(6,3)
14 Studio taking on
the last in the
series, both sides in
places found
captivating (11)
18 Totally ignorant of
knight in
confusion, present
number brought on
board (4,7)

21 15 feeling Celine
took on: d_____
sharp? (9)

5 Still, at first, if
nobody ever really
tries... (5)

23 One of D10 BE15?
(1-4)

6 In a way, urinated
on labour (5,5)

25 Held Duchess
back, offering
comfort to
someone feeling 15
(6)

7 Catch space
network (6)

26 Foibles Uncle
Fester shows organic power (8)
27 See 3 Down
Down
2 15 status going
wrong endlessly on
the road to city (8)
3/27 Following Jesus,
Boris and Ken
arrive when people
feel 15 (5,3,4,6,4)
4 Bear up with
African bird once
on the fringes,
extinct (4)

8 Sounds like meal
next to a river leads
to, er, monotony
(6)
13 First division by
ability, widely
accepted (10)
15 Depression of 4's
friend (by himself)
lifted (3)
16 They won, but their
opponents have this
15 feeling (3,5)
17 Incised carving of
lion wrestling with
a tiger - no
hesitation (8)

19 Look after with
some skill heard
about in follow up
(6)
20 Grand opening by
the queen - she's in
an elevated
position, but
powerless (6)
22 American network
engulfed by
thuggish shout:
wow! (2,3)
24 Hum a rhyme
started by an
animal a little
different to 4 (4)

